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SUMMARY

Extensive customer service background, resulting in strong interactive, negotiation, decision-
making, and problem-solving abilities. Interacts and communicates effectively with others; 
exercises the highest level of professionalism and judicious decision-making skills when dealing 
with customers and business associates.

SKILLS

Consultant, Great In Communications, Sales, people Person.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Grower
ABC Corporation  June 1991 – June 1992 
 Aided in the direction of greenhouse staff in watering responsibilities.
 Managed cultural tasks concerning plant growth regulator timing and application, pest 

scouting and application of pesticides.
 Assisted with delivery, maintenance, and customer service.
 Started the growth process and then watched the growing of crystal saphiere to ensure the 

quality of the product.
 Worked overtime to cover other coworkers shifts due to absence.
 Made career change to cannabis industry.
 Oversaw work crews in the maintenance of plant materials.

Grower
Delta Corporation  1989 – 1991 
 Over 5 years experience in growing, harvest, curing medical grade cannabis.
 Knowledge of cloning, vegging, blooming, sexing, forced bloom, lights, nutrients, soilless, Co2,

grow room set up.
 Growing primimium marijuana Skills Used Harvesting, Curing, trimming, cloning, cultivate, 

propagate, breeding,.
 Over all growing plants Accomplishments Bigger sells.
 Spring/Summer job working with Cornell cooperative extension; I worked with urban youth, 

training them on an urban farm, market sales included.
 Watered/fed 3,600 plants Managed greenhouse daily procedures Performed general 

housekeeping.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role.

EDUCATION

BS in Horticulture - 1991(Universty of Florida - Gainesville, FL)
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